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Variation 03: gesture beyond visual music experience
After experimenting with my gestural audio/visual synthesizer, I tried to move gesture and visual music into a more 
hybrid gestural media experience across space, time and spirituality.

Figure 33 (left page): Across*Risd  installation plan, 2009
 

Across(2009): networked gestural visual music across space and time
 Across* is an interactive media installation that captures and transforms the motions and gestures of people or 
any moving objects in the physical world into clouds of inter-connected lines and sonic flows in the media world. It 
allows interaction with the visuals and sound to construct and deconstruct a fluid sense of aura, connecting people 
across time and space. Across* poeticizes our daily gestures and ambient sound into an aesthetic and interactive 
visual music composition.

Figure 34: Across*Risd installation in the Rhode Island Convention Center as MFA Thesis Show
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Figure 35: Across*Risd installation diagram, 2009
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Across* consists a semi-closed interior space and an open exterior space. In the interior space, there is a navigation 
system at one end of the space, and a pair of speakers and a large TV screen set with a built-in video camera at the 
other end. There is a second TV screen with built-in video camera and sensor mounted on the other side of the wall 
facing the exterior space (see Figure 31). When audiences enter the interior space, their gestures and motions are 
displayed on the large TV screen as randomly interconnected lines, forming the contours of their motion trajectories. 
On the screen, these lines also connect to another similar cloud of lines that are transfigured from a pre-recorded 
video clip of different location and time. The more vivid the audiences’ movements are, the denser the lines become 
so that the contours of the motions are more perceivable on the screen. Simultaneously, more dynamic motion gives 
rise to louder sound being broadcasted into the space. The sound is mutated from the locations where the video 
clips were recorded. If there are no motions in the interior space, no visuals are generated by the audiences motion 
are seen on the screen. However, very subtle animated lines and sound, generated from the pre-recorded footage, 
continue to be seen on the screen. 

Generation System
macPro

Navigation System
macMini+cintiq

wi-� router

speakerspeaker

TV screen 1 (24’ display)

TV screen 2 (42’ display) camera 2

camera 1 (wide angle) miditron
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exterior
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usb usb
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At the other end of the interior installation is a navigation system which provides an interactive map display and 
a pen-like tool, which one audience member can use to further interact with the Across* system. From this map 
which consists of menus, buttons and dynamic graphics and texts, a audience member can choose one of several 
pre-recorded video clips which are displayed as connected lines on the TV screen. He can also switch from pre-
recorded clips to another live camera located in the exterior space so that people from both sides of the installation 
can have a dialogue with these aura-like lines generated by live gestures. When the live switch is turned on, viewers 
see a title reading “across live” appear on the TV screen and hear the live ambient sound from the exterior space. 
The navigation system further provides choices to activate other visual aesthetics of the output on the TV screen, 

Figure 36: Across* system diagram, 2009
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such as color shifting and inverse (Figure 39, 40). The motion graphic design of the interface has a similar visual 
logic to that which appears on the TV screen. Two shifting circular shapes, constructed and connected by a cloud of 
animated lines, indicate which video feed the viewers are connecting with. This could either be from the live camera 
or a video clip from the location where it was recorded (Figure 38). The sizes of the two circles on the display are tied 
to the intensity of the motions ocurring in the installation and on the pre-recorded video clip that is chosen. If there 
is no motion from either source, there is nothing on the map. Aside from this, when the audience interacts with the 
map in a more rapid motion, more of the map is revealed, and more background in the chosen video clip is uncovered 
on the TV screen, which appears in the similar line style.

Figure 37: Across* navigation interface, built upon a Wacom Cintiq 18SX, 2008

In the exterior space, a second TV screen displays exactly the same content as the interior one. When audiences 
stand in front of it for several seconds, their gesture-mutated lines appear on the screen, and Across* is switched 
into "Across Live" mode: a live dialogue between exterior and interior. This has the same result as the operation on 
the navigation system mentioned above. When no people stand in front of the screen for a certain amount of time, 
Across* is then switched back to the dialogue between the interior motions and pre-recorded video clips.

Across* incorporates a digital system that captures the audiences' gestures into two systems: a generation 
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system and a navigation system. The generation system produces sound and video described in the above 
paragraph. It engages either natural or performance gestures without the need to contact any system 
controls147. The separate navigation system, which is built on a Wacom touch screen Cintiq148 allows further 
communication with the sonic and visual output. It talks to the generation system through a wi-fi network. The 
navigation system invites an augmented gesture including touch and drawing with a pen-like tool. An additional 
distance sensor unit consisting of a MaxSonar-EZ1149 sensor and a Miditron150 electronic board is built onto 
the exterior TV screen. It detects whether there are people in front of the screen for a certain amount of time.
This process differentiates people who occasionally pass by. The senor unit controls the same live switch as the

Figure 38: Screenshots of Across*RISD navigation interface, 2009

147  see Motif B chapter, 38
148  Cintiq is a touch screen using tablet pen as the input device, made by Wacom, http://www.wacom.com/index2.php 

(accessed March 11, 2009).
149  An ultrasonic sensor that detects distance manufactured by Maxbotix, http://www.maxbotix.com/BUY_NOW.

html#Order_EZ1 (Accessed March 16, 2009).
150  MidiTron™ is a MIDI to real-world interface designed to simplify the process of creating sensor and robotics based 

electronic art projects, http://eroktronix.com/ (Accessed March 16, 2009).
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navigation system does, while the latter has the priority control when conflicts appear. For instance, if the live switch 
is activated on the navigation system in the interior space, the sensor unit has no function. The dialogue between 
interior and exterior stays on even when there are no people in front of the exterior screen.

One of the mapping structures Hunt and Wanderley suggest for gesture recognition is the "neural networks" which 
use internal adaptations of the system through training or the selection of the most important features among the 
set of signals151. The neural network I use in Across* system is the Cv.jit object for MAX/MSP/Jitter that specializes 
in gesture capturing and recognition. Under the MAX/MSP/Jitter  environment, these captured gestural data such 
as the speed and position of the movement is then mapped to control audio and various visual properties of the 
lines. Most mapping strategies described in the previous chapter are used in the mapping of Across* system. Among 
these strategies, one to many152 is mostly used in mapping one type of gestural data to multiple visual and audio 
properties. While in the navigation system, I use the many to one model to allow multiple ways to navigate the same 
map. 

Figure 39: Across*Risd video snapshots from installation, variation 1, 2009

151  see chapter Motif B, 46
152  see chapter Motif B, 47
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Figure 40: Across*Risd video snapshots from installation, variation 2, 2009

Across* system can be easily customized into different locations and themes. One of the variations I developed is 
Across*Risd. It involves communication between two places across Risd campus. One is the exhibition site (Rhode 
Island Convention Center), which has a live camera facing the viewers. The other is a switch between another live 
camera in the exhibition site and one of several video clips recorded from various locations across the Risd campus. 
These locations are a mixture of interior and exterior space that share common features such as a traffic intersection 
or locations that are ascending and descending, such as a hill or a staircase. Across*Risd is displayed as the same 
content on two TV screens facing opposite direction as mentioned before. This evokes a virtual sense of dialogue 
across space. It allows both close interaction when people intentionally play with the system and casual contact 
when people simply passing by. 

The idea of Across* is to encourage people to virtually reveal and connect with their invisible aura and aura of others 
across space and time. It transfers this connection into an aesthetic output of visual and sound creating a networked 
gestural visual music experience. By simply controlling the volume of the sound from participants’ motions and 
gestures, Across* becomes a natural editing tool and creates a musical pattern out of the ambient sound from 
different locations. Therefore it makes the audience re-play and re-organize the “silence” of daily life.

Just as pouring water into a transparent glass might reveal the volume inside the glass, people’s movements are 
like liquid pouring into space. Across* senses only the moving and ignores the still, thus projects the volume of 
movements into an empty background. The volume of the space can be visualized in a way of constant flux, which 
enhances the floating nature of motion in the space. The floating traces gradually constructs and deconstructs a 
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fluid sculpture. Eventually, Across* tries to engage the playfulness of a space and share a networked visual music 
experience with anyone who comes across it.

Figure 41: Across*Risd video snapshots from installation, variation 3, 2009


